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VMWare 6.5 no datacenter found but it said connection succesfully
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Description

Good morning together,

i installied january this year a fresh 1.14.1 Foreman with Puppet Server on CentOS with a connected VMWare 5.5 vSphere server to

deploy hosts on VMWare over foreman-vmware plugin. It worked fine.

Now we create a new VMWare 6.5 vSphere Server and i want connect this vSphere Server with Foreman. When i creating a new

Resource from the type VMWare, entering the login data to the VMWare 6.5 server and click "load datacenter" it said "connection

successfully" and the hash is saved, but no datacenter are shown in the listbox to chooese. With VMWare 5.5, my Datacenters are

loaded fine.

Is the foreman-vmware plugin compatible with VMWare 6.5 ? Can i do something to check what cause this problem? Did i have to

update Foreman? I found not really a release note or compatibly overview of the foreman-vmware plugin, so i dont know where to

start to fix this problem. I dont know if its my problem, or a critical bug in the software.

Iam thanksful for any help

Best Regards

Quin

History

#1 - 05/15/2017 08:33 AM - Akira Jin

I Updated the Foreman Server and foreman-vmware to 1.14.3. Same problem.

#2 - 05/17/2017 06:36 AM - Akira Jin

- Priority changed from High to Normal

Good morning,

the "error" caused by the local Administrator login-data from vSphere. It seems the local login does not work without extensions (FQDN\Administrator

or Administrator@fqdn). With my local domain user name and password the datacenter are succesfully loaded. So i can confirm vSphere 6.5 works,

but sth. with the login-data error handling does not work correct.

Regards
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